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Build a Better Learning Culture  
Game Directions 

Goal 

Be the first to build a complete learning culture by assembling 
three tactics in each of the three learning culture foundation 
areas (purpose connections, mindset).  

The main point of the game is to discover tactics that can be 
used to cultivate learning cultures (and to note “busters”) – 
there is space in your workbook to take notes as the game 
progresses.  

 
 

Learning Culture Foundations 

PURPOSE CONNECTIONS MINDSET 

Shared vision 

Leadership engagement and support 

Alignment of learning to organizational 
business plan and initiatives 

Depth in interpersonal rapport and 
trust 

Array of connections inside and outside 
the organization 

Engagement in collaboration and 
cocreation 

Knowledge sharing tools and practices 

Skilled engagement in learning 
practices: feedback, reflection, dialog 

Encouragement of experimentation 
and intelligent failure 

Cultivation of learning orientation and 
curiosity 

Demonstrated actions to empower 
people and value independent learning 

 

Play 

Start –  

When you are assigned a seat, please type your name into the player indicator. The game is set for 3-4 players. 

To start the game, click the “Deal” button which will deal out six cards to each player. Leave the discard pile space 
empty.  

Cards include: tactics in each of the three areas, “culture busters” in each of the three areas, adopt a tactic, and 
invent a tactic 

Turn –  

The turn indicator will tell you who is up to play. When you are finished your turn, click the “End Turn” button.  

At your turn, draw, or pick up the top card from the discard pile. 

Place a card on the table, either to build your own culture or to slow one of your tablemates down – or you can 
discard (face up) 

When you place your card, read the tactic or culture buster aloud. This direction is important because the point of 
the game is to become familiar with these tactics and culture busters.   

You may not play more than three tactics in each foundation area.  

A culture buster card negates a tactic that has already been played. When you play the card, take one of the tactics 
from the relevant pile of one of your tablemates. Put both the culture buster card and the negated card in the Out 
of Play Cards pile. You may not play a culture buster on an opponent who has no tactics in the matching 
foundation area.  

If you place a culture buster, take the card you claim and your culture buster and place both in the out of play pile. 
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Ending the game –  

First player to build a culture of three tactics in each of the foundation areas “wins.” For the sake of the game’s 
purpose, keep playing with remaining players until everyone has built a learning culture, or until time is called.  

Cards –  

Tactics ( 72 cards; 24 tactics in each foundation area.) – Play these cards 
to build your culture. Specific actions or behaviors that contribute to 
establishing the foundations, gleaned from cases, readings, and 
experience.  

Culture Buster cards (12) – Play this card in the designated foundation of 
another player’s culture and that player has to have an extra tactic in that 
foundation in order to build their culture (it negates one of their tactics) – 
Play by removing one of their tactics to the Out of Play Cards pile. A 
culture buster can’t be played in a foundation area that has no tactics yet.  

Adopt a Tactic (4) – Playing card allows player to adopt a tactic from 
another person’s culture – must name the specific tactic – put the Adopt a 
Tactic card in the appropriate section of your culture as a sort-of wild card 
(leave the other player’s culture alone).  

Invent a Tactic (4) – Playing card allows player to inject their own ideas. 
Player should announce their tactic and name the foundation area you 
want to apply it to. Other players must agree it belongs in that category 
and that it is different from any tactic on the board or in their hands. If it 
is too similar to what is available in the cards, you have to wait to your 
next turn to offer a different idea. Once played, it doesn’t matter if the 
idea tuns up later as cards are drawn. 
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